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The team behind the family-style Lower East Side favorite Sauce Restaurant will present a new 
nostalgic pizza parlor in early August, just blocks away in the East Village. As you might expect, a 
certain tomato-based liquid wonder is still the star at Sauce Pizzeria, with simmering pots beckoning 
as soon as you enter, and owner/partner Adam Elzer suggests diners have “sauce on everything.” 
Choose from a selection of signature pies at the counter, including classic New York-style crust or 
gluten-free caulifl ower crust. Every order comes with extra sides of…you guessed it—perfect for 
dipping crusts or drenching salads. 245 East 12th Street, saucepizzeria.com

Just a few blocks from the Javits Center and The Highline, Cachet Boutique New York Hotel 
opened as a “new lifestyle concept” in its 105 rooms, including an executive suite adjacent to the 
bocce court. Three outdoor junior suites feature spacious terraces with one-of-a-kind murals by 
Big Apple gra�  ti artist Queen Andrea. The hotel’s restaurant, Eden Local, features holistic and 
sustainable dishes, such as grass-fed beef tartare, sprouted lentil falafel, and whole-grain risotto 
with roasted mushrooms. The SkyDeck is an ideal spot to sip a summertime spritz. 510 West 42nd 
Street, cachetboutiquenyc.com
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For the second summer, Eleven 
Madison Park partners with 
American Express to present a 
seasonal summer restaurant in the 
Hamptons. EMP Summer House will 
serve a bounty of Long Island 
produce along with locally-sourced 
seafood, pasta, and steaks. Before 
dinner, grab a drink at the bar and 
work up an appetite playing 
cornhole, pétanque, and ping pong 
in the backyard. You’ll need an 
Amex card to make a reservation, 
and the pop-up will be open 
Wednesday through Sunday 
through mid-September. (Later 
this year, look for EMP Winter 
House in Aspen.) 341 Pantigo 
Road, East Hampton, 
empsummerhouse.com

AU NATUREL

SUPER SAUCY

Approximately 50 paintings 
by artists of the School of 
Paris, plus a group of erotic 
watercolors, drawings, and 
prints of mainly nude 
subjects by icons like 
Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele 
(his “Female Nude with 
Orange-Red Cloth” seen 
here), and Pablo Picasso, 
will be displayed together 
for the fi rst time beginning 
July at The Met Breuer. 
These works are from The 
Met’s Scofi eld Thayer 
Collection, and Thayer 
collected many of the 
drawings by Schiele and 
Klimt while he was a patient 
of Sigmund Freud in Vienna 
in the 1920s. The exhibition 
will run through October 7 
and marks the centenary of 
the death of Klimt and 
Schiele. 945 Madison 
Avenue, metmuseum.org/
visit/met-breuer
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